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Deborah Crowe’s exhibition [Construct] is a large installation

made primarily of wood-framed barriers or walls that investigates

the relationship between textile construction and architecture.

This is not an unusual conjunction, as the ideas of architecture

have been evident in Crowe’s work for some time, and there is

also a well-documented history of overlaps between textiles and

architecture.1 What is of more interest to me is how many 

disciplines Crowe has visited en route to this point. These have

included fibre, painting, sculpture, print, photography, jewellery,

and fashion design, most of which also reappear, in one form or

other, within the wooden frameworks of [Construct]. In the past,

I have described Crowe’s work as an enigma, and suggested

that it has an identity crisis, in that I was never certain how to

categorise it.2 With [Construct] my uncertainty is more extreme,

in that as well as the plethora of creative forms that confront me,

there is also a labyrinth type construction, created by a series of

passageways and spaces that go no where in particular, that

have no definitive experience to offer. I am now wondering if the

enigma of Crowe’s work, and its identity crisis, has developed

into a form of psychosis.

Any apparent psychosis is of course simulated, a conscious

strategy of Crowe’s to avoid, and comment on, the ideological

spaces of nomenclature. This has been a feature of her work for

some time, and part of a general interest with the ideological

spaces that contain and mould our communal and personal

identities. Nevertheless, the suggestion of psychosis being 

represented in Crowe’s work is pertinent, in light of the potential

consequences of failing to meet communal expectations, to fit
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The body in space has been an issue in Crowe’s work from early

in her career. For her, as for Caillois, space is a relational entity

that has abstract as well as physical formulations. This point of

view is shared by writer Stephen Foster, who suggests:

‘Conventional approaches to space are directly linked to the

notion of the physical object, as if space were concrete’, however

space is also ‘…a condition of process and knowing – a cognitive

pace for posing relationships within abstractions.’ And, according

to Foster, failure to understand the complexity of space on a

scale beyond such daily confines ‘corresponds to an inadequacy

in appreciating the abstractions entailed in such concepts as

society and culture.’6

The body’s relation to space, both literal and abstract, was 

evident in Crowe’s first solo exhibition in 1986. Called Structured

Textiles, this exhibition included a number of large-scale construc-

tions and drawings of structures, which extended into space in

a manner approaching the enclosed architectural environments

of [Construct]. From the early 1990s the figure was more 

obviously present in a number of works that interrogated the

body’s containment within literal and abstract environments.

This occurred in the Beneath the Surface series, which included

sculptures and drawings. In the sculptures from this series a

cylindrical frame encircled contorted figures made from tousled

wire, implying an anxiety caused by containment. The discomfort

suggested here became overtly oppressive in the drawings, in

which crouching figures were veiled behind ‘walls’ of drawn

marks. Around this time Crowe also produced a number of works

that shifted between sculpture and

fashion. These ‘garments’ caricatured

nineteenth century corsets, and

emphasised the extreme physical

distortions created by that genre of

clothing. The series collared, which

culminated in an exhibition of the

same name at the jewellery specialist

gallery Fingers in 1999, carried similar

themes. It consisted of ‘collars’ made

from folded metallic mesh and others

woven from nylon and wire. Hung
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for example, the preferred body form. Australian writer Elisabeth

Grosz, in reference to social pressures on body shape, has 

discussed the de-centring capacity of culture, the aggressive

pressures it places onto biological form, particularly of the female,

to the point where she doubts its actual existence. Writing on the

various spatial disorders of the psychotic, she suggests: 

The imaginary anatomy reflects individual, familiar and social

beliefs about the body rather than an awareness of its biological

‘nature’…Hysteria…the phantom limb, hypochondria, and,

indeed, sexuality itself testify to the pliability or fluidity of what

is usually considered the inert, fixed, passive, biological body.

If it exists at all (and it is no longer clear to me that it does),

the biological body exists through the mediation of a series of

images or representations of the body and its capacities for

movement and action.3

If there is an approaching psychosis represented in Crowe’s 

disinclination to present her work within classic taxonomic norms,

then the particular mental dysfunction would probably be what

Pierre Janet (1859–1947) has termed ‘legendary psychasthenia’.

This is a condition characterised by a loss or confusion of 

personal identity and individuality, which includes confusion of

spatial distinctions and perceptions.4 In 1935 social theorist

Roger Caillois (1913–1978) adapted Janet’s ideas into the arts

in the infamous essay ‘Mimicry and Legendary Psychasthenia’,

published in the Surrealist magazine Minatoure, a work that

remains of interest to contemporary writers and artists. In it

Caillois outlined what the symptoms of an episode of ‘legendary

psychasthenia’ might be:

I know where I am, but I do not feel as though I am in the spot

where I find myself. To these dispossessed souls, space

seems to be a devouring force. Space pursues them, encircles

them, digests them…It ends by replacing them. Then the

body separates itself from thought, the individual breaks the

boundary of his skin and occupies the other side of his sens-

es. He tries to look at himself from any point whatever in space.

He feels himself becoming space, dark space where things

cannot be put. He is similar, not similar to something, but just 

similar. And he invents spaces of which he is the compulsive 

possession.
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like paintings or displayed as object d’art, one or two of these

sculptures (or items of jewellery) cut and cramped the neck,

providing a pain-threshold test for the fashion conscious (or vic-

tim). At other times Crowe made work that protected the body,

as in a number of woven shawl-like objects made in the mid

1990s. Around the same time she began to design actual clothing

in a brief but successful partnership with fashion designer Kim

Fraser, with whom she formed the fashion label FRASER

CROWE. Their work Dual Outlook (1997), which won the inter-

nationally recognised SmokeFree Supreme Fashion Award in

1997, contained a transparent headpiece, woven from nylon

and copper wire, that covered the

head and upper body like a protective

veil. In garments such as this she

maintained her core conceptual 

concerns, and shifted fashion from

being an oppressive activity to an

expressive one, by combining cloth-

ing’s utilitarian function of providing a

physical environment for the body

with its potential as a conceptual

space. That is, a site from which to

express and interpret the identity of

the wearer. 

The implied or absent body was

an aspect in the 2000 installation

shift at The Fisher Gallery, where

Crowe suspended from the ceiling

objects woven from nylon filament and wire. During 

installation of this work the objects were moved into a number of

configurations, some of which were documented via subtle

graphite drawings on the walls. These forms were hard to locate

as any specific species of garment, and were too large to be

worn practically. Nevertheless, their connection to clothing 

suggested a human element, or rather its absence. This sense

of absence was taken further by the fact the objects were 

displayed as if they were being carried by a body, and by a sense

of lightness created by the transparency of the forms, and the

fact that they would ‘shift’ when people disturbed the air as they
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moved through the room. This would in turn cause their shadows

to gently dance over the walls, and alter their surface reflections,

which at times made it difficult to perceptually ‘map’ their 

contours. As such shift presented an uncertain environment,

one inhabited only by the suspicion of a presence, of someone

or something transient and fragile.

Crowe often presents space as being ambiguous and 

perceptually unstable. She did this in the work Niche (2001),

which was made by enclosing a wedged shaped area under the

stairs in Lightbox Gallery with a translucent white screen, 

purposively making it difficult to view what was inside. She placed

a fluorescent light inside the screened off

space, effectively turning it into a projector

that emitted a diffused glow onto the walls

and those who passed nearby, and concur-

rently changed a usually empty and inert

place into an active environment that

extended out from and beyond its physical

confines. Crowe extended the idea of the

boxed in space in the series sett (2001–

2003), which began with a small work built

into a window cavity at Compact.7 Here layers

of glass and thread implied the structural

matrix contained in the walls in order to draw

obvious links between textiles and architec-

ture. This was continued in the exhibition

sett (2002), which consisted of a number of

box like structures placed on the wall in the

manner of framed abstract paintings or relief sculptures. Inside

each frame were layers of glass and mirror. Coloured filament

was wrapped or ‘woven’ around each layer, to form a complex

array of real and implied spatial planes, which were confused by

the reflectivity of the mirrors and the transparency of the glass.8

In Warp (2003 –2005) the abstract woven spatial planes of

sett were enlarged and removed from their frames to be

attached directly onto the wall or suspended between the floor

and ceiling. As in shift some of these objects cast shadows by

being fixed a few centimetres out from the wall, which made

them appear both painterly and sculptural. In their abstraction
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and simplicity they resembled the repetitious geometric form of

minimalist artwork, which as Donald Judd argued, also sat

between painting and sculpture (and I would suggest architecture

too).9 This is most obvious in the biggest piece, Warp #2, which

consisted of a group of six large planes that were suspended in

a perpendicular format. This created a number of physical 

projections that if seen from above would form the asymmetrical

grid structure of a textile draft, and mimic the architectural plan

for a modernist building. As such, a viewer could relate to this

work a number of ways, although most obviously by moving

around and within it as if it were a collection of small rooms or

demarcated spaces. 

The one consistent formal element

in Crowe’s work is the grid, which

comes from her grounding in textile

practice. In constructed textiles the

perpendicular arrangement of materials

form grids that provide the structural

base of fabric, as well as the framing

of architecture, as seen in [Construct].

In other works Crowe made the grid an

iconographic feature, as in sett and

Warp. In the collared series some of

the grids come out of traditional textile

structures. The grid is of course a 

system not uncommon in the visual

arts, and is arguably the most frequently

exploited piece of iconography since

the nineteenth century. The grid is also schizophrenic, a visual

system that supports an unstable conceptual structure. It has

for example, been presented as a symbol of the spiritually 

harmonising forces of the universe (as in the work of Piet

Mondrian), and acted as a neutral, non-hierarchical and demo-

cratic symbol for mid-century abstraction and architecture (as

outlined by Rosalind Krauss).10 However as painter Delyse

Thomasos has shown, the grid can also speak of tyranny. As a

female descendant of Black American slaves, Thomasos uses the

grid to represent ‘tools of an oppressive regime: the architectural

diagrams for slave transport, the beams and riggers of detention
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docks, the jails and bars of incarceration, the cubicles and

spaces of torture.’11 In fact, as Krauss has pointed out, the grid

is not about freedom at all:

what is striking about the grid is that while it is most effective

as a badge of freedom it is extremely restrictive in the actual

exercise of freedom. Without doubt the most formulaic con-

struction that could possibly be mapped on a plane surface,

the grid is also highly inflexible.…the grid is extremely difficult

to use in the service of invention.12

In [Construct] the viewer is the ‘body in space’, a contained

object, funnelled through a framework of wooden grids that have

been woven into the gallery space through carpentry. While 

visitors are able to see through these structures they are unable

to pass through them physically. Rather, various passages direct

them into a number of open spaces differentiated by size, shape

and light, to view other spaces, some of which they can also only

reach with their eyes and imagination. As such the viewer is

confronted with various levels of accessibility and constraint, as

well as a divergent mix of sense-based experiences. While there

are elements of interactivity that allow some physical choice 

outside of the constraining structures, there remains a sense of

unease, a discomfort caused by the restraint. This is carried

through in the way some components of [Construct] have 

been crudely constructed, to the point where it still appears to

be under construction; suggesting the ‘psychosis’ is yet to be

resolved.

Mark Kirby is Associate Head of School at Manukau School of Visual Arts.
He has written broadly about the Visual Arts in many national and 
international publications. He has been writing about Deborah Crowe's work
since 1997. 
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